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Problem:
Single-use plastics are destroying the environment and our health. With the exponential growth of
society over the last 50 years, the hospitality industry (food and beverage markets) have seen a
dramatic increase in plastics (eg. Over 1 billion disposable coffee cups go into landfill in Australia). 

Objective:
Swap Cup focuses on eliminating single-use coffee cups. Currently, environmentally friendly habits
impose financial, time burden and cleanliness for both cafe owners and consumers. So, our mission
has been to break down these barriers by making sustainable choices easier for everyone.
Therefore, we took the environmental benefits of keep cups and the convenience of single-use cups
to form our service called Swap Cup. 

EK GROUP

OUTCOMES

$2560 revenue generated in FY20
Obtained partnership and endorsement from the
University of Melbourne Sustainability
5 additional cafes have joined (more to come)
Established Swap Cup digital platform (iOS and
Android) 
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Our Solution:
We have built a unique, subscription based platform that enables
consumers to 'rent' the keep cups that we manufacture and
drop them off at their nearest cafe. This year COVID19 provided
us with an opportunity to innovate - we took Swap Cup digital
and launched an app that enables Swap Cup consumers to
measure their individual impact, and the cumulative impact of all
Swap Cup consumers. We have built in analytics capabilities that
enables us to track our impact, and creates value for businesses
who are now able to gather data just as they would through a
digitised loyalty program. Separately, we've invested into
OneStep Straws - our brand of personalisable metal straws. This
project is relatively new and we expect to see substantial growth
over the next financial year.



Problem:
Victoria's public transport system is amongst the most expensive in the world. While concessions
are available to students, this still results in an annual cost of $800.00 per student - in a multi child
family that lives on welfare, this poses a large financial burden, Our research showed that students
who felt that their education placed a financial strain on their family, were actively disruptive in
class and had a higher rate of absenteeism. Further, in two cases students had incurred over
$1,000 worth of fines due to persistent fare evading.

Objective:
Cards for a Cause looks to minimise barriers to education, providing every Victorian student with
the opportunity to grow, learn and thrive. To tackle this problem, we created a brand is
known for providing opportunities to disadvantaged students.

Action:
We created an unique item - a vinyl, personalised sticker that covers the blank grey canvas of a
myki card. These stickers are entirely manufactured by our team, and enable consumers to
express their individuality. Over FY20, we launched a new SEO optimised marketing strategy,
diversified our product range by now selling credit card stickers and fulfilling corporate orders from
firms like EY. We also launched an education program in Victoria's disadvantaged Western suburbs,
to provide basic entreprenneurial skills to these students

CARDS FOR A CAUSE

$14570  revenue generated in FY20
850 orders (more than 1200 stickers sold)
Empowered students with 220 months of free public
transport
Doubled (100% increase) our audience outreach/influence

OUTCOMES
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REVENUES
Operational 
Projects
    Swap Cup 
    Cards For a Cause 

Total

EXPENSES
Operational
Projects
    Swap Cup 
    Cards For a Cause

Total 

NET PROFIT

25149

2560
14570

42279

27505

7202
7698

42405

(126)

FINANCIAL

SUMMARY

SPONSORS

This year has been a year of consolidation, and
investment. With three new projects in development
and our current projects scaling our focus has been on
investment, with the revenues to be realised over FY21.


